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A typica1 Greek doctrine of the Golden Age or Pericles was t.lia.t 
~bris, an overweening pride and arrogance 1 mm1d load to fall and ruin. 
Thie idea was reflected in the early a.reek tragedies. The fall from 
ha.ppineas to misery for the hero was often the result not merely of 
adverse circumstances and fate but of a batic tragic naw within the 
character ot the hero. This tragic tlaw in turn l7aS some expression of 
pride and arrogance• 
Later Aristotle in the Poetics observed, among other require-
ments for the tragic hero, that tragedy depicts characters who are good 
but who are not. so much above ourselves that they lose our sym.patcy. He 
stated, "A character of this kind is one who neither excels in virtue 
and justice, nor is changed through vice and. depravity, into misfortune, 
from a state of great renown and prosperity, but has experienced this 
change through somo human error.nl Aristotle, therefore, 1'1aB voicing 
this principle, that the noble man 'Who is worthy of acceptance as the 
hero is a somor.hat better-than-average man but ie still subject to 
fa1libillty. 
Herein, of course, lies the sympathy of the reader, that he can 
ad.mire and because of his admiratj.on regret the Tmakness or flaw in this 
man ·whose character is of no mean proportions. He foll.or.a l'd.th concern 
1A.."'1.stotle, Trontise on ro1etoric and the Poetics, transU:.ted by 
Theodore Buckley, (lcndoni Belland Dal.dy1187°21'; PP• L30-L31. 
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the unfolding misezy or destruction of the hero, for in it he hears the 
worning of the possible rate or evezy man who does not pluck out the 
evi1 thing from his bosom. 
Nathaniel Htmthorne was kee~ mvere of the human flml in the 
nature of evezy man. Al though he did not consider all such fl.mm as 
tragic, he did see in this human ftl.libility the source of much of the 
unhappiness of the individual man. Hie Puritan heritage colored his 
analrais of' the inn.er world.nge of the human heart.· He saw values of 
life most clearly as they related to the moral aspects of individual 
motivations. Hie concern waa to get at tho truth of the humnn soul •. 
He rejected much of :the theoloa of Puritanism, but he vaa grea~ pre-
occupied with ~ of i ta tone ts. For him evil was 11. reoli ty in the 
world to bra reckoned TZith1 and thtlt ovil ctez:mod from tho human heart. 
not ency was there the depravity of the unregenerate mnnJ there were 
also the unregenerate areas in the heart or even the best man. 
Ii' Hmrl.horne' s emp:iasis \TBS more upon sin thnn upon saintli-
ness, it was probn~ not so much that he was pessimistic nbout the 
potential in mankind as it was that he felt man should not underestimate 
the difficulties in the struggle to reach toward that potentiai.2 
It is paradorical and yet quite logical that Tmile Puritanism 
condemned pride as the basest of all sins, pride was probnbly the 
besetting sin of the Puritan nature. It is pnradoxical to condemn 1n 
others the sin in eel£J yet it is logical that we see in others that 
which is most surely a part of our own nature. With Puritrutlcal 
2Randall Stewnrt1 Nathaniel Hmrthorne, !:. Biography, (New Haven& 
Yale University Press, 1948) 1 PP• 21i4-245. 
intensity Hawthorne eifted the faults of huin:mit;v, sought out the 
besetting .f'l.m7 in the individual man, and without fail discovered that 
the impurity of the inward sphere was pride in some one of its varied 
i'orms and aspects• He placed very li tile em,Iilasis on erlernal, overt 
acts of a sinful or criminal. nature. It was rather with the subtleties 
of the soul that he dealt.3 
For Hmtthorne pride is the root evil.1 tor it is a voluntary 
separation by \Vhich man sets himself aloof 1'rom conmunication with 
himself, his fellow men, and God.4 Pride is an attitude l'lhich takes 
possession of him 11.rst as he allovrs himself to become blinded to his 
own faults and inadequacies, next as he ignores the virtues and claims 
of his fellow men, and eventually as he develops the bigoted idea that 
Di.nee he is superlor to the rest of tho human race, he must make him-
self a place on the God4r level. He is now co.mpletel,y isolated from 
hwnnnity by his mm choice, from God by the incongruity of his presump-
tive claims, and from himself by the absence or any further sel.f-
comnunication on the basis of honest humility. 
y~ ot llmrthorne•s heroes are iso1ated in eanie such respect. 
Hie n • • • characters show many moral gradations of the heart ranging 
from al.most white to almost black with subtle shadings of gray in 
between."5 His short stories furnish an abundance of materinl for an 
insight into the human £law of pride at work. Heney James observes 
that Hawthorne shows 11 • • • .all the ease 1 indeed, of a regular dweller 
in the moral, psychological realmJ he goes to and fro in it, as a man 
)Randoll stewart, ~American Notoboo~ J?l Nathaniel Hmrthorne, 
(New Hnvept Yale University Press, i9J2), P• liiii:. 
LIS tew&rt 1 H B.\'Tthorno 1 P• 259 • $Ibid., p.*248. 
-
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who knows his way. His tread is a li{jlt and lllOdest one, ho.it he keeps 
the key in his pocket.n6 With t.11.ia key Hawthorne not only unlocks for 
our perception the visible acts of .mutinous pride but also shows ue the 
seeds and lntent possibilites of tho kindred guilts of every man. In 
these stories we are confronted rith the possibility thnt every breast 
may wear a nscn.rlet Letter1 tt either visibly as Hester wore hers or 
invisibly as Arthur Dimmesdele found the symbol burning into his vi tw 
and estrangine him from God a.~d man. 
6iienry James, Jr.1 Nathaniel Hm·rthornc, (New Yorki Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1879J 1 P• 64. 
CHAPTER ll 
PRIDE !¥1iIGH S'l'EJS FROM Nf.TURAL DESIRES · AMD AMBITIONS 
The pride which springa naturo.113' .from a sense or self-esteem 
is w:rualJ¥ the lea.st odious to one•s fellott men and the lea.st harmt.Jl. 
to the one entertaining the sentiment. A normal pride is r10t of 1 tsel.f 
essenti.D.J.:cy evil and indeed is a whol.Gsoms thing, U by pride Tie mean 
a basic respect for self and a faith in one•s omi powers to achieve 
desirable goals in life. It is onq 'l'lben GUCh natural pride becomes 
either perverted or unrestrained that it taltes on the complexion of a 
sorioue flgw in a men•s nature. 
Hawthorne dolinea.tes some of these natural t.endencies to 
pride in Tariou.s eharacters of his tales. Hawthorne was not so Calvin-
istic in his philosophy of rJan's nature as to suggest a natural 
depravity which made every imagination 'Of the heart evil and ever.y 
personal smbi t.1.on and desire a sin against Ood. Ia ther he introduces 
these various characters to the reader as worthy individunlo but allows 
us to see the "Achilles' hool" in each lif'o where the darts or personal 
ambition and dosire . may strike so deep]¥ as to let loose tho torrenta 
of unreatrained pride and make of this character an unhappy .figure. 
Hawthorne traeee the progress of this natural pride in a ma.n•s soul until 
in its perversion or intensity it becomes his tragic f'law. 
In "Egotism; or the Bosom Serpent" love of sclt is the aspect 
of pride which gets out 0£ hand. JJa.n would not survive if he did not 
have a strong instinct of aelf-prescrv~tion which has as its basis a 
strong love of self and concern for one's omi well-being. But when this 
nonnal. concern becomes a preoccupation, egotism is the result, mani-
festing its~lf in selfishness, arrogance, and eventuaJ.4r isolation. 
Hawthorne pictures Roderick Elliston as having become so morbidq intro-
spective that he is actual.ly nursing a serpent in his bosom. Hie friend, 
Herkimer, de.tines the beginning of his evil lot as a • • • e. t:remandoua 
egotism, roa.r..iiesting itoelf' L"l your caso in the form or jealousy. II 7 
Jealousy is also a normal reaction in certain eituationa, but 
when it iG nourished, cultivated, ani brooded over, it reveals the source 
of ito nature as oelf-dostructivc pride Yf'hich eats into n man's soul, 
tm.sting and disto.rting bis perapcctive. Roderick concedes that the onl1" 
hopo of hie cure is to be able !or just one instant to forget self. His 
eventual salvation results from the .fact th.at he does recognize hi.a 
tragic .t'law and sincerel,ydoaires to bo rid of it. 
Hawthorne W'as always a.ware o.f the "presentness" of the past. 
li& i'elt that orae could not escape the past unless he could escape from 
tt.e conditions of natural Gld.st.once, and that, of course, is not possible. 
However, be did feel that the psst could be transcended, but only to tho 
8 -
extent that it :ls faced, accepted, and understood. Roderick' p honest 
appraisal of his 'pact and fancied TJI"Ongs did not come quickly or e~ily. 
The symbolism in his learning to enjoy intimate converse r.l. th the oer-:.. 
pent in his bosom is a very keon portrayal of the perverse pleasure one 
7Nathe.niel .Harlhorne1 Hawthorne's Works, Standard Library Edition 
Vol. II, (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, the Riverside Press, Cam-' 
bridge 1 1851) 1 P• 320. (Future references to Ha\7thornc' s short stoi"'ies 
Yrlll be indicated in the body or the manuscript by volume and page numbers.) 
8.Hyatt H. Waggoner, Hm-rthorne, .! Critical Study·, (Cambridees The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1955), p. 261. 
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gets in nursing his resentments and .feelings of wounded pride. Jonlousy 
has 'Within it the claim of onets being mistreated and a pride l'lhieh 
resents such ill-usage. Yet the jealous rru:in will return in thouzbt ag-Un 
and again to the offense agdnst him as though he enjoyed making deeper 
the hurts of his awn wounded spirit. Roderick is thus engaged, in a 
perverted cultivation of his sense 0£ outrsged egotism, but his desire 
to be rid of the gnmtlng thing is g:reat enough to enable him to lay hold 
of Rosiru:i.•s love and thus .for the one necessnry instant turn hie thoughts 
from self to another. In that instant self is forgotten, and the serpent 
of egotism is driven f~rth. 
Hawthorne also suggests in the character of ~oderick the tendency 
to discern in others the disease Tlhich lurks in onets mm henrt. The 
eel.f•love which engenders jealousy invents suspicions, and the oanctity 
of others t hearts and motivations ie violated. Roderick wanders the 
streets as r.ith cankered ingenuity he seeks out hie own disense in e'Vecy 
ot.her breast. Harrthorne observes, tt\Thethor insane or not, he sh017ed 80 
keen a perception of frailty, error, and vice, that many ~rsons gave 
him credit for being possessed not mercl,y with a serpent, bu.t with an 
actual fiend, Tiho imparled this evil .faculty of recoc::nizine whatever was 
ugliest in me.n•s heart" (II1310). 
There is a vast eeotism in this spirit much ana'.cyzes minutely 
ono•s own reaction to every human intercourse tind lzy' subjective intor-
pretntion sees everyone and everything only in the light of personal 
reference. Roderick makes his eJ:pcrienco and only his experience the 
criterion b"J v;hich evccy man .must !lleasu.re ruid be measured. Har.thorno 
seems here to be picturing t.lie sou1 which is on the perip.liery of life 
Ylhile believing himself to be the center and wondering why everythine 
is out of focus. 
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The universnlity of thitJ sin of egotism is underscored by 
RoderiCk when he says, "Oh, th.ere ill poisonous stuff in any man•s heart 
aufi'icient to generate a brood or serpents" (II1 3l9). It is only l'Shon 
such a man stops hugging himself to his own bot"Jom. thnt he lifts his 
sights .from self and finds rcleaoe as Roderick did. 
Another .mani:teststion of egotism is the fallacy of indispensn-
b:ili ty • When a man begins to thi.rJc .tn0re highly of himself than he 
ozj1t to think.t he sees his position as so exalted that he begins to 
suspect that lif'e could not go on if he were re1t0ved from the seen~ of 
action. Again, it is a nor.m.nl instinct to want to Jnnlre one's little 
niche in the scheme or lire, and it is a Tfilolesome satisfaction to feel 
needed. No one crui happily wntemp.lct.e beine a le.ft-over piece in the 
jig-sar: puzzle of life. Hawt.'1orno stressed the Tlar.nrlili of family rela-
tior..ships in much or his Tl!'itine and oortai.n4r believed that poople 
lrore greatly dependent upon eacl1 other• But Hawthorne also suggests 
thnt when, in place o! +Jtl.a normal instinct, a man .fancies himself 
tot~1' indiepensnble mid avi~ grasps snd ael.fiahly exploits his 
lit tlo place in life 1 he is in danger of de-.eloping a dof'ini te firm in 
his character. 
Hm'Tthorne revetla in tho story "Wakefield" th~t men this pride 
of sel.f-..esteem is allowed .f'ull rein, the individual ~ desire to prove 
to himself e.nd others that life trul,.v cannot go on without him. Wake-
field aeo.ms to wa.11t a test cnse to sat."i .. sfy his pride thnt he is indis-
pensable. He performs such sn expcri!ll3nt when he lenvea his wife and 
family for twenty years but dwells in the neJ:t block, unknown to them, 
watching the effect of his disappearance on them and eventual.1¥ return-
inc to resUlIJ'Z! his role E.S .feithfu.1 and lovinrr husband. 
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There would seem to be no clue to such behavior on the part of 
the very good and exemplary Wakefield t011ard a loving and dutiful l:ife 
were it not for the hint Hmrthorna gives of hie nature as his wife knew 
him. Hawthorne oays, ttshe Ti1 thout bnving analyzed hie character, was 
partl3 aware o!' a quiet selfishness that had rusted into his in.active 
mindJ of a peculiar sort of vanity, the most uneasy attribute about himJ 
of a disposition to craft, which had seldom produced more positive 
effects than the keeping or potty secrets, her~ worth revealing, ana., 
lastly, of what she called a little strangeness, so:netims, in the 
good mann (I,155). 
The aquiet selfishness" io the tender spot in Wakefield. The 
human i1aw io here. There are vanity and pride in his soul, but he is 
not the ope.n4' aggressive mnn who seeks responses from othere by overt 
means to attest to his importance. He must eeek assurances in a subtle 
and crafty we:y. Thus he gratifies this monstrous.pride by watching for 
twenty years his arm indispensnbili ty • There is no compassion for the 
grief end loss which his loved ones must feel. A more warm-heartod man 
would have felt ovenmelmi.ng~ compelled to l"USb Tlith assurance to his 
wife at her first sign or grief'. Therefore, hie is real:cy' a more selfish 
indulgence than blatant and outspoken egotism. Mingled with Wakefield•e 
pride is a desire to hurt othera, to make them suffer so as to appreciate 
him more. Wakefield is actually desirinG to pwrl.sh his loved ones for 
even the possibility of their beine able to .manage 'Without him. Here 1 
according to Harry Levin,, is the self-displaced person, attempting to 
imprison his mistress but becomi.ne the prisoner of his ovm suspicion&.9 
9Hnr:cy Levin,~ Power .2f Blackness, (New Y0 rkr Alfred A. Knopf, 
1958), p. li.3. 
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But this is real.l,y a daneerous experiment for. 8I\V man. Harr-
thorne observes, 11It is perilous to make a chasm in human affectioruiJ not 
that they gape so long and wide-but so quickl3' close again l" (I,157) 
No person is utter~ indispensable in the final analysis. Hawthorne 
illustrates this capacity of the human heart to rebound after even the 
severest loss when he shows Wakefiel.d•s wife becoming reconciled to the 
prolonged absence of her husband. He seys 1 "In the course of a fen 
weeks she gradually recovers; the crisis is overJ her heart is sad, 
perhaps, but quiet; and, let him return soon or late, it will never be 
feverish for him again" (I 1160) • Wakefield, of course, in his egotism 
would not be able to see in such adjustment the highest tribute l'lbich 
his loved ones could pey him, their demonstrated ability to carry on 
11ith dignity and self-sufficiency because of their previously well.-
ordered lives with him. His egotism would rather see them in a demoral-
ized state of helplessness and dependency. 
Wakefield resumes his place in life in the same callous vey in 
which he had left it. Hawthorne leaves our imagination to fill in the 
details of the reunion. He simJ)l¥ says, "The door opona. As he passes 
in, we hnve a parting glimpse of his visage 1 and recognize tho crafty 
smile 1 which was the precursor of the li tUe joke that he has ever since 
been playing off at his wifets expense. How unmercifully has he quizzed 
the little woman 1 Well, a good nieht• a rest to Wakefield l" (I,164) 
Such inflated pride would ne\•er soo nor recognize any signs that life 
had been goine on quite Tiell without hiti. It Trould never occur to him 
that his little joke hnd boO!!leranged. He probably did have a good 
night's sleep, never aware that his only indispensnbility was to 
himself. 
-l.1-
H awthorns was also alert to the tendency in man to build his mm. 
nattering image of himself and to substitute that image for a less 
nattering reality. Probabl3 Hawthorne would not have questioned the 
desirability of a man's having an ideal image for himself ae a goal 
toward mi.ch he strives, but when a person ignores what he is and 
deceives himself' by his life-illusion, he d~velops a foolish and dis-
honest pride based on self-deceit. 
· In the story of "Feathertop" (II ,254-278) Hawthorne presents 
the caricature of such a man who walks abroad in all his glittering 
splendor while he knarrs himself to be made only of sticks and strmr and 
tattered garments. The iroey of hie pseUdo splendor is evident in the 
fact that only- the instinct of the dog and the unsophisticated appraisal 
of the small child :recognize him for tdlat ha really is• 
As occasionall\1 every man is caught of£ guard and forced to 
take a candid view of himself 1 so Feathertop just happens to see hiJJ 
reilection in the mirror while he ie dancing with Po~. It is inter-
esting that Pol.:cy' sees his true image first and faints from horror at 
11hat ehe sees. Because. of her reaction Feathertop also looks in the 
mirror and sees 'What Polly has observed• n • • • the sordid patchwork of 
his retl composition" (II,276) • Hmrt.horne is here stressing the simple 
truth that often these brief moments or honest salt-appraisal come to 
a man as he eees himself through the eyes of another person who pene-
trates his sham and eelf-deccptive pride. 
Feathertop is too honest and sensitive to continue the guise, 
and he returns to Mother Rigby to assume the moro suitable role 0£ 
scarecrow. Hawthorne is not suggesting that if each man were to make an 
honest self-appraisal ho would inevitably bO\T out of the scene of human 
interaction. Rather he is saying that if man would rid himsol.£ of this 
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naw of eelf-decei t 1 evaluate biimelf as honest~ as he can and thus more 
fully understand his own nature, ha would cease to pretend to be that 
T.hich he is not. He ·Could then strive openly and honest~ t.o attain a 
hir,her nature. With the flaw of pretentious pride removed, his dignity 
end moral stature would so increase as to more than compensate for the 
empty pomp thus sacrificed. 
Hawthorne was amire that in some natures there seems to be an 
inordinate hunger for recognition and personal ncclnim. In this he saw 
the danger or another form of normnl pride out of hand. It is true that 
in "The Artist 0£ the Beautiful" (II.504·536) the achievement .of sonE 
high and lofty goal ·is shown to be satisfaction enough for so.ms, w.l.thout 
attendant recognition. In this story Oiron Warland eventunJ.4" creates 
the butterfly 1 the perfect thing of beauty 1 but is not dismayed when 
the insensitive hand of. Anne•s child crushes it. Hnwthome here sug-
gests that when the artist has risen high enough to achieve the beautiful, 
the symbol by l'dlich he made it tangible is no longer impor.tant,for his 
spirit can now enjoy the reelity of the achievement. 
Hawthorne nF""~ovee a wholesome pride in achievemnt ns illus-
trated in "The Artist of the Bee.utiful.n However, he clear~ recognizes 
that most of mankind. is not satisfied with the sense of achievement 
alone. The average man wants not only achievement but also its recult-
inr; recofini. tion. A satinf action in such recognition by his .fell<m men 
does not of itself constitute an unhnppy nmr in a man's nature. To 
every normal man some acclaim is a tanty morsel. It can whet the appe-
tite for ~ater and more noble nchieverncnt. L>ut in this norraal desire 
Hawthorne sees the nsp that cen sting. When recognition is no longer 
viev;ed as the natura1 sequence o£ a dedication to truth or service but 
becomas the driving motivation itself, the desire for it does become a 
sin of pride. 
nThe Ambitious Guest" pictures the beginning of Sl!ch distortion 
(I,364-374} •. Hmvthorne tells the story of a youth who stops to spend 
the night ldth the family in t.he little cottage perched on the side of 
a mountain. Ae the younc cuest and members of the family share their 
life dreruns1 fate in the form of a landslide claims the lives of all. 
But in the revelation of the young guest's life embition Clll'l oo detected 
hie exaggerated dreams of personal recognition. The -story is simple but 
the lesson ie1 as Frederick Law poin;ts outs, a • • • aa clear as a Greek 
tragedy and as stern as a New England sermon.alO 
The seeds of, the young guest•o selfish pride are eJ.ready tnking 
root. Hawthorne snyst 
He had travelled far nnd alonoJ his whole ~e, indeed, had 
been a solitacy pa.thJ for1 with the lofty caution of his 
nature, he had kept himself ·apart from those mo might othel'-
Tiise have been his companions • • • • The eec.ret of the young 
m.an•s character was a high mid abstracted ambition. He could 
have borne to live nn undistinguiohed life but not to be .forgot-
ten in the grave. Yearning deaire·hnd. been transformed to hope, 
and hope1 long cherished, had become like certointy1 thnt 
Qbscurely ~ he journeyed now, a glory was to beam on all his 
\ 
pathway-though not, perhaps, while he l7D.S trendine it. But 
when posterity should gaze back into the gloom of whet '1as 
l.Oprederick Louk Lmv, "Eight Great Short S toriec from American 
Literature; •The .Ambitious Guest• by Nnthaniel Hmvthorne,n .!!!£ Inde~n-
~' Marcil 12, 1917, P• 454. 
rum the present, they would trace the brightness of his 
footsteps, brightening aa meGD.or glories faded, and con-
fess that a gifted one had passed from his cradle to his tomb 
with none to recognize him (I;367•>S8) • 
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Here ie the man mo can valua himself' only in so far es other 
people value him. Re lives very largely in other people• s opinions of 
him.sol!'. Hmrt.horne does not deny that it is virtuous to be sensitive to 
the influence '\7e may exert on the lives o:f others, but he suggests that 
whon one's every thought and act are motivated only b.f a consideration of 
what they will do to his stat.w."e in the eyes of others, the personn:tity 
becomes a virtual slmre to the selt.l.sh desire for comnimdation at all 
costs. 
'lhe young gaestts kind of pride io exactly opposite to the kind 
whic..1. is destroying Rod0rl.ck in ttEgotismJ or tho Bosom Serpent," yet it 
is str~~ akin in its selfishness. Alt!1ough the viewpoints of the 
two differ, each is concerned only Tlith himself. R<>derick can see only 
himself and is preoccr..t.pied with bis cr.m reactions. The young guest also 
can oee only himself, b·~t he is ~occupied with hem othe~ .. s see him. 
One lacks the Tlholesome objective view of his relationships v.hl.le tho 
other lacks the subjoctive viei7. Neither 'ViCVi is sufficient alone. 
Eotb. are necessary for a r.ell-organized and wholesome persoruility. 
For Roderick .:tsolntion would have been the eventual toll of his 
preoccu.pcrlion and pride J and, indeed, ho hnd entered into such an isola-
tion until l"ecalled by Rosina's love. Is()llition is also th(;) inevltable 
end. for t...1-ic younc gu.est. In fact, it is cl.r0ady at T1ork in hiu soul. 
He has chosen the solitary path, i'or he believes that he l1ho travels 
cl.one travels the mrl.ftost and the farthest. Huuum componionship r.ould 
be a detriment to his progress end might dilute the intensity of his 
pilgrimage. Such lone'.cy pride chillo the warm impulses of one•s nature. 
His ambition is, as Hawthorne tells us, an abstracted thing, disembodied 
and cold. The young guest makes no mention of a love for his fellow 
men nor of' a desire to leave their lives better for his having lived. 
He speaks only or achievinr; his destiny end of building his monumont. 
. - -
The warmth o£ human love has been drained off, for emotions wield great 
influence and . may. dissipate ambitious courses which have been ration-
elly plotted. 
So free of the med for human fellowship has the ambitious 
young man al.reedy ~come that he is satisfied to mdt for eventual 
acclaim until his mm life is past. To him the one essential for a 
satisfactor,v life is the assurance that great recognition will i'i.nal.:cy 
be given his llaI!le• His un..lulppy naw is that he covets most o1' ell the 
regard of his fellow men but withholds from them the actlve love and 
communication which are the o~ valid J1tBans of securing that regard. 
As the young guest sits in the little mountain cottage$ he is 
still too young to have crystallized ~ into the dehumanizod iso-
lationist he is well on the TtRY to becoming. A gentle, transient 
comradeship expresses itself to t.lie members of the mountain f nmily. 
The warm £ires of humanity are not yet extinguiehod. But. the avalanche 
brings an end to his dreams, not more surely, if more swiftly, than 
life would have done. EarthJ¥ immortality he could not hnve found, 
for already his feet are on the pathway of personal oblivion. 
There is a pride Tlhich is undoubtedly more superficial than 
that which springs from the inner worldnr;s of the human spirit. It is 
the pride in e:xternali ties• one may feel an exaltation beeaiiee of hia 
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wealth, another because of his physical attributes 1 and still another 
because of hie social conneotiollB or f~ promlnence. Since this is 
a pride in obvious advantages, it is titting that in n1ady Eleanor's 
Mantle" (I 1307-32.7) Hawthorne t.reats this kind of pri~ with veey obvious 
symbolism, Tho mantle i~ the source of the disease which eventually 
spreads pestilence and daetroyn Lady Eleanor•s life. Hmhorne states 
that it is the symbol of her spirit of arrogance and superiority, and 
he keeps the mantle conspicuously before the. attentio~ of the reader 
throughout the story. 
Haughty as Eleanor is, she is still the Aristotelian heroine 
of no mean stature. .Bl'Tfthorne describes her. as a person with some noble 
and splend:i.d traits of character, tllthough she is guilty of ehorzing a 
harsh 1 ueyiclding pride (I 1 310) • Pro bab~ to hor fami.ly" lll1d her inner 
circle of friends she is admirable in many ways, for they would not 
feel the sting of hor proud spirit1 eince they nre on her level in 
marw of tho e:xt.ernal values which she seems so arrogantly to prize. 
Nevertheless, the flaw in hor cllaractor is thio pride, and as the story 
progresses 1 Hmrthorne all.ems us to see her growing isolation. .At the 
beginning of· the story ehe is seen initiating the isolation from 
particular groups and individunls, but eventually it grOW"s to n rejec-
tion of common mankind. The final. trar,edy is that the world rejects 
her. 
Hawthorne analyzes the sources and the aspects of her pride. 
In each instance thnt l"fuich is a source of her pride is a gift. to her 
and is nothing which she has earned or merited. There seems 1 there.fore 1 
to be no justification .for her excesses of personnl pride. Hawthorne 
etiys that she has n • • • e. haughty conaciousnesn of her hereditary and 
personal advantages" (I,310). 
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Lady Eleanor \mS a person or rank from Engla.nd •. Hawthorne 
depicts in this utorr an . earl,y period of .American Id.story during the 
days ot the 14assachunetts Bay .Coloey- whe~ the emerf,'ing American concept 
ot an aristocracy of individual 1J0rth was yet in its 1ntancy. But the 
ideal of democracy was already at work, and ~ El.8lmor, suddenl.1' 
arriving from the class-conscious culture of England, .stands forth more 
vividl1' in he1· pride in arlstocra.C".f or birth against the American e.:...-ane. 
Hawt.hon1e, however, 1e pointing up more than the English pattern 
of class distinction. He 1a pointing to the tendency in any man who has 
received superior bl.ossings of heredity or inheritance to lord it ovor 
thosa of inferior gitta. It ma,y be a fiJle physique and a noble bearing 
wtrl.cb open doors for him closed to mon of less prepoosessing appearance. 
Weal th may mako 1 t poosiblc for him to have the outer trappings of 
success and evident advantage. Hawthorne wuld probab~ ooy that mnn 
is most prone to fall intc;> pride over those things T1hich moat readily" 
attract the admira.tion and envy of his fellow beings. The immediate 
and o.rten extravagant attention thuo. eilgemered by his visible advantages 
1£1 a temptation tor him to preen himself am bask in the approval Of 
others, feeling soma Blltisfaction at their envy. 
Lady Eleanor's "personal advantages" o.r beauty and physical 
charm cause her to gloat in"disdain over broken hearts and wounded 
feelings. A beautii'u.1 woman, Hamhorne may be saying, must ever be on 
guard against her own exploitation of her God-given boauty for solfioh 
and egotistical ends. 
There is a glimpse of Eleanor stepping from her carriage onto 
the back of the pale young man who th:-olTs himself down as her footstool. 
He:rrthorne sees in her attitude and action n • •• an emblem or aris-
tocracy and hereditary pride trampling on human sympathies and the 
\ 
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ldndrod o! naturen (I,312). The spirit which scornfully rejects love and 
·heartfelt sympathy is hard ~ cold, but to accept t.liem disd~ as 
eo lcm ~ mean an offering as to be trampled upon as a passing whim is 
pride and arrogance or the most heartless ld.nd. ia'hen human personality 
ie scorned, more than man is blasphemed, for the spark of the divine is 
thus accounted as of little worth. 
At tho ball given for Lady Eleanor, the increased measure of 
her isolation is evident. Hawthorne says, "Sho beheld tho spectacle not 
with vulgar ridicule as disdaining to be pleased with the :Provincial 
mockery of a court festival, but vrith the deeper scorn of one Tihose 
spirit held itself too. high to participate in the enjoyment of other 
human souisn (I;315). There is the significant suggestion here that her 
lack of interest in people not or her social class or of like advantaees 
has ncm increased to a total absence of desire to communicate with any 
of her £el.low beings. Her apiri t has indeed become, as Hawthorne says; 
too aloof to enjoy aru association with other hwnnn souls. 
There msy bo a kind of necessary communication which contimles 
vii.th selfishly isolated souls, as was the case with Scrooge in Charles 
Dickens' 11Christmas Cnroltt who dealt lrl.th his £oll0\T men from dlV to d~ 
only as the business at hand demanded. But he had long ago cut off all 
"participation in the enjoyment of other hwnan souls. 11 Social interac-
tion imples a voluntary desire to be with one's fellow men. When that 
is terminated, one has truly isolated himself from other human souls, 
even though the business of the dny demruids incidentnl contacts. Haw-
thorne shows that Lady Eleanor has reached this point in her pride in 
externalities. 
As the ev~ning advruiceo, the f e\1 who are still tolerated v:i thin 
her inner circle begin to drop away, not from any spoken dis.cd.ssnl from 
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Lady Eleanor but rather as though they felt the finality of her spiritual 
isolation and were repulsed by it. Not only has her pride in the super-
ficial thingaof life built a wall between her and humanity, but at the 
close of the story we see Lady Eleanor so distorted and ugly from the 
festering sores spanned by the disease-ridden mantle that all huraan 
comnnnicntion is ended1 and even those who loved her feel only revulsion 
and horror. 
Altholzjl the stories which we have just considered reveal some 
of the unlovely aspects of pride, Hawthorne would certainly any thot 
pride is a basic chcracteristic or man•s nature. There would be nothing 
admirable in a man who had neither seli'-respect nor self-esteem. When 
we say that a mon has no pride, it is a judgment rather than n eulogy. 
A man sho;;s a true sense of responsibility when he recognizes that he is 
important to so.moone other than himself .nnd cheriahe6 his indisputnble 
place. He becomes a better men. aa he looks not only nt the actual within 
his own nature but also at the potential. As he experiences an occasional 
gl0\1 from recognition received, he finds it easier to release his own 
expressions or grntitudc to others. And surely 11 man would lack a proper 
spprecintion or val.nos if he did not cherish hie blessings, even though 
some of them may come to him thl'C\ugh no effort of his mm. 
Hmrthorne ia not denying any of these values in runn•c normnl 
pride. Rother he is saying that such pride mny become inflnted or dis-
torted to such n point thnt it will eather all the .fury o.f unbridled 
selfishness anU. wanton excess. His warning is thnt man should a1.Tmys 
stnnd guard over his pride antl control it, teopcr it, or sublimntc it 
lest it become the ugly flmv in his character while it masquerades as 
the normal instinct of every man. 
CHAPl'ER Ill 
PRIDE WHICH INTERPRETS ITSELF AS IDEALISM 
There is a second form or pride which Hawthorne treats as more 
insidious and doadly than the exaggerated expression of the simple ego, 
undesirable as such expression may become. This is the pride vihich 
rationillzes itself to be something good and noble, thus operating 
under the guise of idealistic motivation. The same basic instincts of 
selfishness, arrogance snd ambition press for expression, but now they 
are dressed in a camoufiage much veils their real nature from the 
individual. who rationalizes his motives to be higher and more· admirable 
than they aro. 
This is a more dangerous pride than pride of the simple ego 1 
for now even the good man of tender conscience and fine sensibilities 
. is subject to its pitftlls. In treating this aspect of pride, Hawthorne 
ahems how virtues can become the vary cause of arrogance and intolerance. 
A partial good can be mistaken for a total virtue, and pride in minute 
detail.s can destroy the spirit of the 'Whole. Purity can dostroy mercy, 
and self-righteous piety can displace true hum.ill ty. A pride in· aelf'-
abnegation can turn soul-searching into self-centered preoccupation. 
In any idealism there is t."1e possibility t.1-iat the abstraction of the 
theory may be mistaken for the substance of nction based on the ideal. 
1'he idealist may even come to feel a sense of s:ug superiority bocause 
of his fine moral insight. 
In calling attention to the dangers of unsightly pride in 
idealism, Hmrlhorne does not sugeest that man should avoid such wpiration. 
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All progress in human history has probably come because someone believed 
that the actual could be bettor thnn it was end gave himself to the ful-
fillment of that belier. 
Hawthorne gently probes tho consciences of ell good menat the 
point of .mistaken idealism in a number of his stories. A suri'nce roading 
of some of his stories n:d.Vit fallaciously suggest condemnation by Ha-
thorne of such motivations as search for scientific tru.th, dedication to 
religious ideals, and a pilgrimage toward perfection. However, a more 
percepti vo reading o.f these stories reveals that he is dealing with 
something else1 elusive. and einis1.;er1 \'lh~ch may attach itself to these 
worthy aspiratiolls.. Hawthorne is attempting to cause man to question 
honestly l'ffiether his dedication is a true comitment to an ideal or 
rather a cloak for selfish personal ends, the reclization ,of which 
would destroy precious human values. He is saying in this group of 
stories that any idenliem, no matter how noble its aims, n ••• is a 
mistaken idenlism if it destroys hwnan ties . and rends apart the social 
f nbric.nll 
In nThe Uinister•s Black Veiln {1,52-69) Hmrthorne presents 
Mr. Hooper as such a. man TJho has a kind of exalted pride l'rltlch allor.s 
hie idealism to become insulation against an honest appraisal of its 
true source. The veil which Mr. Hooper wears is us~ interpreted 
to symbolize the secrecy o:f mcn•s bosoms. It stll!lds for the impene-
trable curtain of the human breast.12 The .minister's wearing the veil 
is an act of separation, estranging him from the com:uunity at large, 
llstewart, OP. cit., P• 254. 
J.2see, for exami)re, George Edward Vloodberry1 lJathaniel ~ tho~ne, !!.2!! To Know ~. (Indianapolis a The Bobbs-MoITill Company 
Publishers, !91~ pp. 75-76. 
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trom his cnm parish1:oners 1 and even from the girl whom he is engaged to 
mnrr.y. Mr. Hooper hints in his defense to Elizabeth that he mey- be 
hiding secret sorrows but adds that even if hie '\rec.ring of the veil be 
for secret sins, every mortsl mi~t well do the same. 
The universal secrecy of men's bosoms, bar.ever, seems an ovel'-
simplif'icntion of Hmrt.horna•s meaning. The veil does typify separation 
of one man from another in the secret places of his soul, but in 
Mr. Hooper's donning the veil and refusing every persus.sion to face 
his people openly again, there are a wil.i'ulness and a determination 
that have a strong suggestion of spiritual prid~. It is as though a 
freak of conscience were impelling him to act thus. In dramatieal.1,y 
don.."linr.; the veil1 he is making a visual and ostentatious show of his 
separateness from other men. The sense of loneliness is present in 
every breast, but Hanthome seems to be saying that for that very 
reason men should not seek to mar,nify it. 
This is the spirit of which Jesus spoke when he said, "And 
when you fast, do not 1ook dismal, like the hypocrltes, for they dis-
i'igu.re their faces that their tasting may be eeen by' men. Truly 1 I say 
to you, thoy have thoir reward. But when you fast, anoint your head 
and T1ash your i'ace 1 that your fasting may not be seen by mn but by 
your Father who is in secret.nl3 
A. man may deceive himself that he is displaying a meritorious 
sense of humility when he dwells on his u.nworthiness when actually he 
is enjoying the attention his proclnmntions are directing toward himself. 
Ho may be so much absorbed in the sorrows of his ovm life that he is 
l3.Matt.'1ew 6:16-l8n1 Re\""ised Standard Version. 
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really getting a perverse pleasure in appear:l.ne an object of pity to his 
fellow men. In Mr• Hooper Hawthorne is portraying these unwholesome 
tendencies in man. 
However 1 this insidious pride mey enter the heart in exactly 
the opposite response to the burdens of life when a man refuses to admit 
to anyone that he is carrying a load nnd engenders within his breast an 
arrogant 1 self-sufficient pride that he can carry his own problems and 
needs no one to help him. Mr. Hooper is really guilty of both of these 
expressions of pride. He refuses to reveal to any man the cause of his 
wi thdrllWal1 whether it be sin or sorrow 1 while at the same time he keeps 
in continual evidence the symbol 0£ his separateness. 
In both a.tti tudes 1 Hawthorne would say, ie the mask of spiri tu.al 
pride which stands as a barrier to true humility and comuru.nion of soul 
with kindred soul. As a man passes through li.fe1 he needs the sharing 
1rl. th the human group as well as the secret nnd personal confronting of 
his arm soul in order to le whole. Only then does he see that "• •• 
the very sins and aberrations that separate him from others are the one 
universal bond of huma.nity.111.4 Such a realization detero a man from 
either dramatizing such inner emotions, as though he were the only one 
to whom life had brought such experiences, or proudly drawine a veil 
over them as though to deny one's own mortality. 
From the begin.l'ling of Christianity, and even before this era, 
man has at times mistaken asceticism for goodness and has thus confUsed 
desire for personal security and escape from t..l-ie burdens of life Td th 
a desire for personal purity and renunciation of all worldliness. 
14noy R. Male, Hawthorne's Tragic Vision, (Austins University 
of Texas Press, 1957) 1 p. 17. 
., 
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This .flaw in a mant ·s nature .begiruJ nt the point nhcre ho convinces 
himself that by such ascoticism he is now purer than, and the ref ore 
superior to 1 those who are still tainted by the struggles lVi th the world. 
Hawthorne suggests this mistaken idealism in two stories, "The 
Canterbury Pilgrims" (Ill 1518-S30) and 11The Shaker Bridal" (I,469-470). 
The pilgrims are more honest in their iootivntion than is Adam Colburn in 
the second sto:cy. Ha.raver 1 this may be because the pilgrims are just 
entering the Shaker community whereas .Adam has dwelt there for some time. 
The four pilgrims admit that their search is a search for security and 
peace .from.worldly troubles. The poet is escaping rejection. The 
merchant is leaving financial failure behind him. The yeoman and his 
wife are fleeing from the inaffectuality in meeting the dnily demands 
of domestic life and the disappointments of unavailing toil. 'Ibero is 
no pride evident in aey demanor of the pilgrims. There is only a vast 
defeatism. 
The reader can feel, if no admiration, at least pity for these 
unfortunates. One does admire Josiah and Miriam, however, who in 
spite of the example and admonition or these pilgrims bravely i'acc the 
wor1d in the strength of their chastened love. 
This is really an unfinished story and would have no place as 
an exrunple of the human flaw of ascetic pride clothed as idee.lism were 
it not for the second 6tory, "The Shaker Brida.1111 which is really its 
sequel. In Adam Colburn vm see a man v;ho passes slowly from a sense of 
def oatiso when he first enters the colony to a monstrous pride in his 
m1n ambition coldly realized. Here a.Gain the reader does not feel that 
there is anything urmorthy in his having admitted the heaviness of 
li.fe• e burdens. Even the severe Shakers did not judce a ll1llll on this 
basis. Hrn7tborne says, "The converts of this sect are oftener drivon 
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within its hospitable gates by worldly misfortune than drmm thither by 
fminticisr:i, and are received without inquisition as to their.motives" 
(!1472) • 
.Adam Colburn had the seeds of his pride already at work within 
his nature long before he entered the colony. He refused love and 
marriage, except on his own terms• His self-love was greater tha...'1 his 
love for Martha, for he 'tms urmillinr; to relinquish the advmitages 
TJhich a single man possesses for improving his own position in the 
world (I ,471) • His natural capacities gained for him an important rank 
in the Society, and thus hie selfish ambition to riac in his little 
world was reillEed• . Hawthorne pictures him in the fina1 scene of his 
initiation into the Fatherhood of the colorv as standing nith folded 
arms in an attitude of satisfied ambition (I,476). 
/~dam wil.-lingly and eagerly takes his place as head promu1gator 
of the doctrines of separation from humanity as i:reachod and practiced 
by the Society. These people have overcome their ·natural sympathy with 
human frailties and affections (I,474) • The insidious doctrine hae 
done 1 ts work. Adam is no longer a member of the human family• But 
the deeper tragedy is not in hie adherence to this f anaticinm of the 
Shaker doctrine and his vow to promulgD.te it but rather in the fact that 
he gives himself to it because within its circle he can realize his mm 
selfish ambition for success and leadership. 
Jmrtha, however, has not been receptive to this heresy of pride, 
end she knows she cannot be hwllan alone. She cannot deny the warm, 
hl.U:lan pnrt of her nature and her deepest motivation, which hos been her 
love for Adam. His asceticism is her destruction. Her death is evidence 
that it ie as great a denial of God and of the nature of His creation to 
reject the human part of man's nature as it is to deny the divine. 
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This mistaken ideal of asceticism has universal impll~ations 
a.lao• If e:very maJ'.l 11erf3 to withdraw from d~ interaction with hie 
fellows ,and seek out his own security, peace of mind,, and personal 
purity as the only good t.o be. pursued in life, the final result for 
mankind would bo t.l}e very thing which old Fa~hor Ep.tu-aim pronounces aa 
the u1 ti.mate goal of the Shaker p}lilosophy" n • it • v:hon c.Uldron 
shtll no more be born and die_, and the last survivor of morttl race,. 
sore old and r.cary mnn lika me 1 shall see the sun go dorm, nevermore 
to rise on a world of sin and sorrow\ n (I ;475> ~ the utt.er extinc-
tion of mankind, Vfuatever the motivation may be which. leads a man to 
embrace such escet:Lcism, Hawthorne seams to be saying that it is a 
gross pride and efi'ronte17 to God to judge man's nature as urmorthy 
of promulgation .and survival" thus spurning the human el.emant in God•s 
creative purpose+ 
Closely akin to the pride of asceticism are the related 
spiritual sins of bigotry ~d fanaticism. Spiritual pride of any kind 
is probably the ioost revolting in .its effect upon human sensibilities, 
This is due to the incongruity of claims and practices~ One may even 
com.mend the Devil for the consistency of his evil nature a.nd purposes. 
But when a person claims superior spiritual attributea .and in practice 
demonstrates brutal intolerance or irrational behavior, it is asld.ng 
too much of the reasonable mind to accept blindly the doctrines mouthed. 
It is perllaps because of these inconeruities that many men hnve rejected 
Christianity, not bein[; uble to distin[;Uish between the true ideals of 
the Christian system and the distortion of its principles throu[;h the 
ignorance and pride of some of i~s adherents. 
Hmrlihoi·no stood in a favorable position to anal;rze such mis-
taken idealism in the early" religious movements of our nation. He 
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renlized that Puritanism,, T.'hich had escaped from persecution incited by 
the spirit of bigotry in Europe1 set up a rigid bigotry of its own on 
rumriean soil, On the other hand.1 Quakerism, with its em}imsis on the 
vcl.idi ty of individual inspiration, ran to such emotional excess of 
fnnaticism in some quarters that the rationality of man was outraeed. 
As Hm'l't..horne dipped into the early history of the New Eneland colonies, 
these two ftllncies of religious attitude, bir;otry and fannticism1 
were painfully evident to him. 
In "Endicott and the Red Crossn (I,485-494): Endicott is the 
bigot who rallies his fellow citizens to defy tho action of King Charles 
of England to establish Enclieh Episcopacy in the colony. Endicott 
bases his plea on the dedication of the colonists to liberty to worship 
Ck>d according to the Puri tan conscience. The bigotry is glaringl;y 
hipuighted in the Wooton Gospeller•e wearing his label of heresy and 
in the Epiecopnlian's nnd the suspected Cntholic•s imprisonment in the 
pillory. Scattered through the crowd are others bearing various mc.rks 
and bra.rid.a of religious intolerance imposed by those who are w.llling to 
defy the King in order to preserve their own religious freedom. Roger 
Willi ems Trntches the scene r.i th a sad and quiet smile, tiensing the 
trf!gedy in this mistnlren fervor and foreshadowing the persecution which 
ho Trill suffer from the B<lre spirit. 
In "The Gentle Boyn (I,,8~-126) Ce.tharine is the protar.onist in · 
v:hom is the trng.i..c flrnv of fanet1.cism. Like others of t'he Ouaker sect, 
she esteems per::;ecution ~s a divine call to the pod; of dance:r. She and 
her husba.'1d had soU[;ht out the Puritl:.n province of Massachusetts Bay 
precisely because it wa.!l the place of greatezt persecution and peril. 
In her fanaticism Catharine relinquishes her son to Dorot.lzy"1 the Puritan, 
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choooine to "vio1ate the duties of the present li!'e and the future by 
tixing her attention wholly on the lnttern ,(I,104). To her, her duty as 
a mother to her f}on is eeoondary1 and, in fnct, in direct opposition to 
the zeal for her faith, and without hesitation she chooses the latter. 
Hawthorne is as critical of Catharine• s fanaticism as he is of 
Endicott•s intolerance. He says that she was naturally a '\Toman of 
mighty passions and that in her 1 hatred and revenge wrapped themselves 
, in the garb of piety (I 1100) • Cantwell is probably speaking Hmvthorne' s 
impartial condemnation of both. bigotry and .f'anaticism when he sass 1 11The 
nerciless uniformity and di9cipli.ne that the Puritans imposed upon 
themselves and demanded of everyone was plainly l'li thering, but the 
extravagances of their opponents, the Quakers 1 their spiritual license, 
their wild irresponsibility,, and their romantic :faith in the value of 
personal inspiration, were equnlly unbnlanced..al5 
Hawthorne 1Seems to be setting forth in the person of Catharine' a 
son, Ilbrahim1 the unhappy effects of either bigotry or .fanaticism. 
The sensitive boy becomes the one 'Who is innocently caught in the merci-
I 
less talons of both as ho suffers persecution .from the Puritans and the 
perversion of natural affections from the Qualters. A gross wrone is 
disastrous to even an innocent victim, and Ilbrahim suffers a most 
unhapw life and an enrly death because of these mistaken idealisms• 
Hawthorne ia describing in these stories not only the emotional 
climate of certain religious groups but also the possible emotional tons 
of any rclit_:ious mind. One may be rational and free of fanaticism in 
his f ci th but may at the same time be intolerant of those whose 
15Robert Cnntwell, Nathaniel Hawthorne, 1!!£ /iJnerican Years, 
(Ne\•1 Yorks Rinehart and Company, Inc.), p. 127. 
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experience and \'iews differ from his• lib.at he mistakes as adherence 
to his convictions .mey really be bigotry, if there is no attempt to 
. . . 
. reverence the si2'.lc~ri ty, . if not the ~ets of belie£, of those vmo differ 
from him. On the other hand, one Il1l\Y" be as willj~ _for the noxt mnn to 
have his mm revelation as he io insistent upon his extreme viens for his 
own interpretation. Yet he may be so reckless in his extreme views and 
their proclnma.tion as delibor~te~ to bring persecution upon himself and 
then to consider his suffering a mark of auperiori ty rather than a 
v:illinr.: sacrifice for the integrity.of his belief'• 
The line between true and .f slse idealism in the realm of the 
religious is a fine one. More perhaps than in any other area of life, 
religious impulses have emotional motivation so that much aou.1-soarching 
honesty is required for a man to be rational and emotionally balanced 
at the same til!19 that he is tolerant and wiprejudioed tcmard his fellow 
men. Hawthorne is not suggesting that bigotry and fanaticism are 
inseparable parts of man' a religion but that man InBy be vuJ.nerable to 
vices which he mistakes for virtues 1n the exercise or his faith. 
In "The Birthmark" (II,47-69) Hawthorne gives anothor exrunpl.c 
of the spirit which becomes blinded to the real substance of life by 
preoccupation with an ideal. Aylmer is a perfectionist. He is the 
ideru.ist who always sees beyond what is good to that which is better and 
zealously yearns for the perfect. 
Such a spirit of untirine and unsatisfied seeld.ne for p-eatcr 
rood is co.nuDi:::ndable. Mnny hwnruri.tarian achievements, such as advance-
m.ents in medical skill to relieve pain and avert death, and discoveries 
and inventions which make life more satisfying, have resulted from the 
spirit of indefatigable quest for the perfect. 
Even in this realm of the dedicated lii'e1 however, Hmrthorne 
soes the danger or a eel.fish pride much may parade as noble idealism • 
.Aylmer has a very- beautiful and lovely wife, Georgiana. Her one physical 
imperfection, a t~ hand-shaped birthmark on her cheek, becomes to 
J.ylmer a great annoyance, since it mars her otherwise perfect beauty. 
Aylmer' e great dedication to science and his faith in man• s ultimate 
control over nature cause this one defect in Georgiana to become incrcas-
ingly intolerable to him. He gnins her consent to its removal and is 
con.fident in hio ability to correct ·her one imperfection l'lhich has 
becoms to him nn obsession. 
But Aylmer is. not as idealistic as he believes himself to be. 
His attention has become so focused on this one .fla\1 in his beautiful 
Ttifo that he can no longer see either her physical. beauty or her spirit-
ual loveliness. In the n11ttle spectrcl. hand" he sees a mortality -nhich 
he is not w.i.1.linr, to accept. Whereas he thinks that his aesthetic sense 
is being offended by the imper.tection, he is actual.:cy indulgi.ng in a 
monstrous intoleronce of e. fellow being•s i'nil.ure to conform to his 
ideal. He has a hidden compulsion to seek out the faults in others a!ld 
by so doi.ng loses sight of the inescapable blending of the mortal and 
the divine in every man. .Aylmer makes the mistake of trying to ground 
his faith in matoria1 perfection. The truly virtuous soul dra.110 nature 
to itself and thereby is not offended by its earthly aspects but is 
freed from its limitations.16 
.Aylm-:;r performs a successful operation on Georgiana. The 
birthrnnrk is removed, but his bo£.·.itiful wife is lost to hio in death. 
~loyd Stovcl.11 American Idealism, (Normruu University of 
Oklahoma Preas, 1943) 1 P• bS. . 
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V1hat he thought was a dedication of skill to the realization ot per-
fection was only a clumsy attempt to remove the mystery of lii'e which 
he could not understand. He had set his idea of perfection above God•s, 
wisdom in His creation of' the nature of men as a blending of the mortal 
and the immortal. 
Hmrl.horne says tlu:it Aylmer flung away his happiness because he 
did not look beyond. the shadowy scope of time and1 living in the sense 
of eternity, find the perfect future in the present (II,69). Stovall 
em?iasizos this Judgment by stating, «If the scientist had lived in 
the eternity of the spirit and groUn.ded his happiness there instead of 
in material perfection, he would have found that the hoped-for perfec-
tion of the .future becomes the possession of the prescnt.n17 
The insistence upon perfection in this life is not true rlsdom. 
The rejection of the imperfect ie still greater folly• Al:tho~ .Aylmer 
rejects the imperfection in Georgiana, ho does not actually intend.to 
reject her. Tragic as the results of his attitude are, it is still a 
greater evidence or pride when a man rejects both the imperi'ection and 
the one l'lho is imperfect. Hawthorne depicts this kind of pride vhon in 
"Rappaccinits Daughter" (II1107-l48) he has Giovanni renounce Beatrice 
in scorn and loathing when he finally realizes that her beauty and 
gentleness of manner are tied inscpnrably to the death-producinz effects 
of her contact with the magnificent shrub which grows in her father's 
gnrden. 
There is suc..11 comple:ci ty in the implicntiorw of Harlhorne' s 
development of this stor-ff that one ma,y sec in Rappnccini•s experiment 
17rbid. 
-
on his daughter the fatality which attends all efforts of perverted. 
wisdom. The antidote which could save Giovanni becomes death to 
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Beatrice 1 for the poison had been mi integral part of her life• In 
Rappaccini 'e naturo can be seen the most flagrant or ell sins 1 but this 
will be dealt with in a later chapter. 
However one may interpret the main theme ·of the e:tory 1 in the 
character of Giovanni can be seen the flaw of selfish pride,. ·f'or he 
1oves the beautiful and the virtuous in a woman but is repulsed when 
he learns that she also has the nature of the carnal in her. Yet 
Hawthorne suggests in the attraction miich Giovanni feels .for Beatrice, 
even while he has defini:t;e hints of her dual nature; that it is partly 
t.l-iis cnrnal aspect of her being 11hich attracts him even as it repels 
hio. His condem.riation of her ie further reprehensible since she hna 
not chosen voluntari3¥ her own dunl nature. She is the victim or 
origintl sin, " ••• but she has not committed any actual sin1 nor is 
she euilty of any of the capital vicee.a18 
Giovanni hna had many intimations and evidences or the dua1 
nature of BeatriceJ yet the attraction tcmnrd her has been so strong 
th3t he hns silenced his doubts and cultivated her presence at every 
op~ortuni ty • Beatrice has repulsed his advances as though trying to 
'.)rotect him from hnrm. But Giovanni presses on, building in his mind 
his own perfect image of Beatrice which he Wishes to accept, and quiet-
inz the mis[;ivings and teelinc;s of horror which assail him from the 
scenes he lrn.s observed of the blichting effects of her touch and. of her 
breath on living things. 
l.SWaggoner, .2E• ~., pp. 108-109. 
The QUOD~on for Giovanni is Tlhether · cit rlf>t his love 1c greb.t·., •· 
enough to accept her. dual. nat~ and cherish her,. not. for. ~ t he· -m>ul.d 
like to believe her to be but for &Veryt.hing she is. Oiovanni wuld 
probabl,y consider it a virtue of the idealistic 'in hie nature that be 
rejec'ts her true essence when 1 t becomes undeniab~ apparent to him. 
Hawthorne mriy be suggesting that mnn is prone to elevate woman in; his 
idealism and then to blame her when he finds she has foot 0£ clay. 
Hmrt.bome makes Oiovanni•s renuncia.tion of Beatrice a passion• 
ate and scathing utterance. "Yes, poisonous thing I Thou bast done it I 
Thou hast blasted ma l Thou he.st filled 'flT3' veins ld th poison t Thou hast 
made me as hateful, as ugly, as loathsome and~ a creature a.rs 
thyself-a world's wonder of hideoua monstroaityP (ll11.L3) 
Giovanni• e rejection of Beatrice is not primarily an act of 
outraged 1dealiBI!l1 as he would like to believe, but is rather a selfish 
rear for his own safety. llis sha.l.low love turns to hatred. He must· 
seek first ids~ own protection. Here ie the echo of the first Adam saying 
o:r Eve, "She gave me or the tree nnd I did eat.a 
When his reviling baC died away 1 Giovanni foels a sense of 
reviving tenderness a.nd a returning hope that he mcy- yet lead Beatrice 
to redemption end then pe rha.pa to an eventual happy union T:i th himself. 
Hawthorne, however, clashes such fooble hope at once lrl.th the Trords1 
no, weak, and. selfish, and Ul'IWOrthy spirit, that could dream of an 
earthly union and earthly happiness as possible, after such deep love 
hc::i been so bitterly wronged as was Beatrice's love by Giovanni's 
blighti.nr.; uords" (II 11.L5). 
There !.s no such hope. Giovanni has rejected the imperfect by 
his hnrsh idealism, and nth it all thc.t is good an1 beautU'ul in 
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Beatrice is lo!Jt to him. Hawthorne is here picturine the pride of a 
man who 1 1acking spiritual insight into that l1hich is earthly 1 is thus 
incapable of high faith. He thinks that he is idealistic in wanting 
the spirit but not the flesh, not discerning that both the spirit and 
the fiesh are united in a deep and true love. So he rejects both. 
It never occurs to him to sift honestly his own idealism to see if there 
be anything selfish or insincere in it. As Beatr-lce is dying, she sees 
clenrly the selfish naw in Giovanni's nature, for she says, "Oh, was 
there not from the first, more poison in thy nature than in mine?" (II,147) 
Hmrthorne seems to be saying in this second group of stories 
that the sin of pride ie a persistent reality in the nature of man •. 
Hot only is it a natural thing for mnn to desire to feed his ego in the 
retlm of personal ambitions and aspirations, but pride is also a force 
to be reckoned l'1ith by the man who hopes to attain too somet.'iing higher 
in life than the mere achievement of his own personal satisfactions. 
The good man who aspires to live on a p.ldlanthropic level of life must 
also be on guard lest his commendable motivation become sullied by sel-
fish pride rationalized as idelllism. Hawthorne sees the continual 
danger that such a man may adhe?"<l to the idea or a good cause but may at 
the same time be blind to that which is most l1orthy of his devotion in 
actutl practice. This f allaey may constitute a love for mankind in the 
abstract but not a love of the individual man. For the spurious ideal-
ist self is still the object of hie love, for such a man admires his own 
lip service to the ideal and not the ideal itself. 
IIa:rrthorne would surely advise · man to reach for the ideal but 
to guard the heart so that love of one's fellow men end of God form.the 
basis for his idealism. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
PRIDE WHICH BLASHIEMES GOD 
There is a third aspect of the human flaw of pride l1hic.ll is more 
serious in its effect upon human personality than is natural pride which 
becomes unlimited, or perverted pride nhich pretends to be something 
commendable. Human pz1:de mey- reach such lengths and talre such forms in 
the human heart as to blasphene God himself. To say that eey- mnn is 
guilty of b1asphentr is a serious accusation and not to be made light:cy' 
lest the one making the accusation become guiJ.ty of the Bin himself• 
In the Christian sense blaspheiey is de.fined as meaning a con-
temptuous sacrilege in word or net toward God.1 directly or indirectly, 
through men or things connected Tri. th God. Acy- man who "• • • openly 
denounces as evil that which ia plm.n:t.y good, is exhibiting a state of 
heart Tlhich is hopeless and beyond the scope of divine illumination or 
divine influence; he ie the most high-handed1 1'rl.l.fu11 presumptuous 
despiser of the. divine •. · Such a man 1'6 guilty of blasphemy.nl9 
Jesus spoke of the possible forgiveness for all kinds of sins, 
but for this sin of blasphcnzy- acainst the Holy Spirit, He said there 
was no forgiveness.20 Jesus was not speaking of any one isolated act 
of sin nor of the repcti tion of any one act of sin. Rather He was 
spenk:Lng of a basic attitude in a man's heart which me.de of sacred 
19 Jllmes Hastings 1 ! Diction~ ~ ~ ~' Dea.line £!:!! Its 
Lanpiao:;, Literntur~, and Contents In uding .!:!:!.£ Biblical TheoloQr, Vol. I, 
(NO\'i Yorkt Charles Scribner's Sons, 1902) 1 PP• 305'=3CZ. 
20.uatthew 121.31. 
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things sonething to be held in contem.pt and which ascribed that \'1hich 
was good to low and evil motives, thus tvdsting nnd .maligning the good 
both in God and man. Not even .for such a passing attitude of mind did 
Jesus see the sin as unforgivable1 but because of its consuming power 
over every good thought end impu1se wv.ich a man might have, He saw the 
blasphemous attitude blocking every possibility of anything good or 
benevolent entering into a ma..'1ts consciousness and life. 'l'hus the 
unforgivable aspect of the sin is within the nature of such a mnn mid 
not 'i'lithin tho will of a forgiving God. 
llmrlhomo wa.a mrare or the pride 'Vfuich leads to blasphel!tY and 
the terrible penalty for this sin in the lives or certain men~ It 
will be or interest to examine four of his short stories in which the 
.ma.in characters cnn be seen to be borderinb on this sin of arrogant 
pride or definitely and irrevocably given over to it• 
In "Youn:; Goodman Brown" (II,89-106) is the experience of a 
human oouJ.ts losing i'aith in the spark of the divine which is found in 
the hearts of all sincere men. Young Goodman Brmm starts out deliber-
ately upon a journey from 17hich his good wife 1 Faith; r.ould have held 
him back. Ha:wthorne intimntes early in the story that the young hus-
band sets out on an ttevil purpose" vr.i. th the resolve in mind that after 
the night•o com.':Ill!'.ion with sinners is past, he will rGturn to Faith 
and become a model lr,:.sbmld ruid candidate for heaven 9 But in the night's 
journey he .lenrns thnt all whom he has considered of iupeccnble Chris-
tian character are also joining in the coDJIJ.union. of sinners. The 
greatest chock of al.l is that Faith1 his wife, is amonr; the concrcgc-
tion. 
Goodman Brown draws back from final cora..-ni tment to the Devil 
just in time, but from then on his life is glooll:\V• He has no faith in 
the sincerity of any man's professio::i of virtue, not even his minister•o 
or Faith's, and Tihen eventually he goes to hie tomb, he goes as a gl.OOntV' 
and unhappy man. 
Hawthorne is spealdng some universal truths in the story. All 
men are sinners, and all manld.nd does share in a fellonship of sin and 
imperfecti.on. There seems to be a certain amount of evil in the nnture 
of every mnn. Young Good.man Brawn seems to see another Fall of Man in 
the forest cono1ave, and thus every man•s life might be considered as 
another Fall of Man. But what the young man fails to comprehend is 
that kncmledge of good nnd evil can be either good or bad, deponding 
upon its e!'fects. .As Uark Van Doren eugr:,eets, "He had stumbled. upon 
that .uvstery of sin l'lhich rightly understood provides the only- sane and 
cheerful ticw of life there is. Understood in Brcmn•s fashion, it 
darkens nnd aours the world, withering hope and charity, and perverting 
Tihatcver is truly good. until it looks like evil at its worstJ like 
blasphemy and hypocrisy.n2l So1 .following this revelation, the young 
man thinks he dotects evil lurking back of eveey good and charitablo 
deed or moral teaching with which his fellow men occupy- themselves. 
For him the revelation of universal imperfection results not in a deeper 
corapossion and a sense oi' ld.nahip with all humanity but in an alienation 
from his fellow men and a condemnation of the fallibility which he is 
so willing at the outset to condone in himself but which he oannot 
accept in his fellow creatures. 
There is, of course, something symbolic or cl.legorical in his 
wife's nrune, Faith. Youne Goodman Bronn deliberately goes away from 
21Mark Van Doren, Nsthaniel Hmrthorne, The Anericnn Men of 
Letters Series 1 (New Yorks William Slollile Associates, 1949). P• 79. 
bio faith nnd i'in1o thc.t ho ru~n loot it cm1 cnn novo:· £ullg roaru.n it. 
Uoithordoon ho ever return ~ to hie wifo1 Fcith1 nor to en o;JQn1 
hep&" tt .. l!Zt in ®aklnde f'.-0onuso ho foils to retain c c~onoion of 
t.bo op..-irk or tho divino in ovary tnon1 he not o:i1y eooo tho avil quelltioo 
in ovorJ' con bat gooo !'urthor und :ro::>do o'Vil into ovary- not and ooti\'O 
o! hio .folla;i t:).Q.'l throu.;_~1out tho ro~lo:r• or l1£o. nTho dovil hn.c laicl 
h~in:m oa bio .ic.:'.lcination onJ ho in t1 (;1.oo:;v· m.1Ul evor o....f'tom~'1o."22 
that ho rot,a,inz c f.td.~ 1n His P';}~iuotJ.on Md . goOdnoso• But. l..i;r loni~ 
fflith 1n huc.-m.itq M1 oooinr: o.-il,y tho ov.11• both actu.clly Md potootJ.tl2.ly, 
he 1o ~ t.'10 poS!lib111t;; o.f tho pcmor or tho Di.vino opor:.tint: in 
e..'l.Otchoo tho C.:dl.d frOCl CoodJ Cl07Ga•a p:rooonco, {'.n:l 1G11QN9 Fcith •o 
crootinc nith Q .st.om £n001 bo io doaoWlcinf, CD evil tbct whlr;t} is 
Ono ci~t quontio.'l t:hothel" or not thCl'O iG the baoic filli: ot 
prl.da i.n bio at ti mdo, cvon if blon;l1oqy- bo. oppnront. Il:mthoroo doGC:".lboo 
Goodo:ln •s cat.u.ro fro:a. tho n1dlt or bio uohnp;.u ~porlonoo M that ot o 
" • • • stern, n ootl1 n ·darkly mdit.:ltivo, o. diot.runt!'ul.1 U not n 
dcnpc:-ot.c lll'.!l'i ( 11,JJ::K,) • '111:tn dooo not oozn to pictu.."'O pl"i.cle 1 b-..it this 
oo one oo t.llo 11:;;,J!"f:>O .fo:::' it; b'J.t t:hon he lot .. rro thnt o~lu!~ nlno mu1dor 
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pride l'lhich soys, nr can sin and yet retain J!tY" .faith in 11\V innate ·good-
ness,· but if you sin, .l!lV' :faith is destroyed, for I can no longer believe 
in your basic goodness." 
If Hawthorne did not intend to make·Young Goodman Brmm actually 
guilty of the prido of blnsphe!l\Y, at lea.st he places him on the threshold 
of it vd.th the door ajar. 
In "The Man of Adamant" (III,564-573) Richard Digby is the man 
llho not only sees tottl evil in all the rest of mankind but also longs 
to precipitate and supervire personnlly the punishments of eternity on 
this side of death., Hawthorne here is holding up to 'View the spectre 
of the Puritan spirit of religious gloom and intolerance. 
Both Goodman Brmm and Richard Digby concentrate on the sins of 
others, but whereas Brown is depressed and g1oo.nw because of them1 
Digby gloats over the punishment that is bOund to befall them. 
Richard Digby is the theological bigot~ filled ltl.th epiritual 
pride, who shakes off the dust from his feet ar;ainst the village where 
he !las dwelt. He invokes a curse on the .meeting.lhouoe, which he regards 
as a temp1e of heathen idolatry, and sets forth to find a hallowed 
seclusion for himself in the wilderness. Re finds this seclusion in a 
dark and fearsol'lle cave and refuses to leave his ·Bible-reading and 
prayers in its gloorrw interior even to drink from the J}ure, bubblina 
spri.nG of water near the entrance of the cave. Instead he satisfies 
his thirst from t..l-ie drippinr;s of moisture from the roof of the cave 1 
which have had. an embal.minc effect upon the sprigo of foliage and the 
fnllen leaves in the cave r:lld have forrocid atl!J.agmitea on the floor of 
tho cave. Even Mary Goffe• s loving pleas for him to leave the cave and 
its exclusive bigotry before the dripping moisture should turn his heart 
to stone arc thrm7n back upon her in denunciation and vengeance. 
Ric.1.nrd ,Digby is 1ert to his doom, and later generations .find 
his human corpse_. -oinQnlmed in the srune grey .stone that forms the walls 
mid portals of the cnv~. 
The depth of Richnrd' n eITor is measured by the strength or bis 
devotion. His ruind ie certninly, set on God and heaven. He is zealous 
in Bible-reacling and p:r:ayers. He will never swerve from the nm-ra11 way. 
In fact, his way becomes more and morE,'l narron until there is no longer 
room for an,yone other thlln Richard upon it. Soon there is not roooi for 
God. Richard read.a to himself' and reeds smiss, ·ne prcya. but prays to 
himsel!',. He needs. no one ncm but Richard, for RicbNd alone has found 
the tru& way. He is .the perfect man. Here, indeed, is an intense faith, 
but there is no charity in it for others mo an lost and no gratitude 
toward. God for .his mercy, for r.ichard believes that b-.r his oi:Il vi;-tuo ho 
has earned his eal.va.tion nnd that he is worthy or it himself'., 
It is a vicious pride which clci.nls the blessings of heaven for 
self but forbids them to others• For Richard Digby one seems 'to henr the 
words of Nelly Dean's judgment of Old Joseph in Emily Bronte' s \iuthoring 
Heights when ahe says that he n ~ • • . ransacked the Bible to rake the 
promises to himself' and fling the curses to.his neir,hbors."23 
In such a H1nrisnical form of sp:i.ri tuol prido can be seen a 
more deadly vice thrui in any specific sinful act• Ric...11ci.rd hes a too-
perfect trust in his arm po•mrs of spiritunl insight and personal purity. 
His is the transr;rescion of intolerance which not only secs evil in all 
his fellow men but secs i·r, v.i th bigoted eye::: against the backgro1ll1d of 
his mm imagined perfection, vdrl.ch mnkes it appear blacker by contrast. 
2.3Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heir,hts, {New Yorkt Hllrp3r and Brothers 
·Publishers 1 1950) 1 P• 42. 
Furthermore• he feels no sadness i'or their wrongdoings. Goodman Brown 
· was at le.ast horrified and saddened by such discovecy. Richard D1g'b7 . 
rejoices at man' a depravity for a purely selfish reason. He imagines 
that the 'Wider the moral and spiritual gull' between himself and the rest 
or mankind, the more it will redound to his credit, . and the greater will 
be ~he rmrartls in his one-man heaven. 
The.l'e is no question concerning the presence of the nmv of pride 
in Richard Digby, and this is the pride which blasphemes both God and man. 
llan is heldin sacrilegious contempt, and God is made a petty God "Who with 
prodigal.i.ty wastes a universe and millions of those created in His arm 
image tC:I preserve only" one of Hie creation who is not worth the trouble. 
Mercy and comp.."lssion nre strained out of the nature of Ric..liard Diebyts 
God, and as a Go::l only of wrath and vengeance, He beco:nee repulsive and 
monstroru; 1 recreated i.nto Richard Digby'& own image. . . , 
In "Ethan Brand" (III,477-498) Hawthorne further ~veals the 
pride which blasphemes God in the character of Ethan l'rllo develops a 
diabolical absorption and gloating interest in sin. He epends eighteen 
years in trnvel seekine .for the one Unpordonable Sin. He manipJ.lates, 
through psychological. experiments, the personalities or individual.a in 
hia ruthless probings for the ·.nn.swer r:hich he seeks. Finally he returns 
to his cmn Jim:: kiln, the scene of his former activities when his heart 
had been benevolent toward a.11 mankind,. and ha admits to Bertram that 
he has found the Unpurdom:ble Sin r.ithin his own heart. He says that 
it is " • • • the sin of an intellect that triumphed over the sense of 
brotherhood vzi th man antl revcre~1ca for God, and sacrificed everything to 
its mighty claims" (III,485). 
In Ethnn•s violation of the sanctity of human personality, he 
had practiced n tyrrulnical domination of one mind over another. Sympathy 
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and reverence for his .fellovr men were gone. Be had adopted fnlsi ty f'or 
truth and hnd cultivated a wicked fascination for that which should have 
awakened pity and horror and led him to a positive emJitasison virtue. 
'Thus, Hm-rthorne says1 nHe had lost his hold of the magnetic chain of 
humanity« (III 1495). This has happened because he hns allowed hie 
intellectual. development to far outrun the develo,rment of his moral nature. 
Consequently his conscience has grown hard and insensitive and there is 
no 1ongcr a balance betvreen mind and heart. A consuming pride had entered 
l.nto his heart ns he felt his mental powers expanding. So consuming has 
this pride become thnt even as he confesses to Bartram the sin within his 
mm heart, for which there in no retribution, he says, hFreely were it 
to do at;ain1 would I incur the guilt. Unshrinkingly I accept the retri-
b'.ition ttt (III,485) This attitude of will.t\ll choice, even 11hen the sig-
nificance of it is £ully understood, is 6Vidence thnt the unpardonable 
aspect of such a sin of pride is 'r1i thin the nature of the sinner rather 
than in the unyielding lmr and ttill of God~ 
.Perhap3 that which is most unpardonable and blasphemous about 
the sin which Ethan sets out to investigate, and thereby lrl.mseli' commits, 
ia th&lt he wants to seek it out for its own sake. Hawthorne shows that 
it is therefore not surprising that he finds it within his mm heart. 
There 16 n reel sir.rl.lnrity between RichtU-d Digby' s sin and 
Eth2Il Brandt s • Both seem to ta.lee an unholy joy in the sins of others. 
Both look upon their fellow men and see only that m:rl.ch is evil in thom. 
HO"li"ever, although Pichard t&kes a perverted satisfaction in contemplating 
the punirrurent which ·will come to these sinners, he at lenst stays tied 
to the rest of hUu··1nnity by the very fact of his emotional involveraent in 
their fate. It in a. negative and repulsive reaction of denunciation and 
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condemnation, but nt 1eaat he is not emotionally detached, even though 
he attempto to become so physically. 
On the other hand, Ethan Brand has reached that cold detachment 
by Tihich he stnnds apart and separate from tho rest of humanity, even 
in his emotions, and coldly manip-.J.lates and ~s his fellow beinge 
with seemingly no concern or care Tlhether punishment will come to them 
or not. Indeed, the oril¥ sin which merits his attention is the one for 
l'ffiich the worst punishment or ill is a fore gone conclusion, the complete 
and eternnl alienation from God. But this ultimllte fate or theirs is 
no concern of his• Cold, intellectua1 knor:ledge o:r the presence o£ this 
sin l"lithin them is. all that be seeks. He is the man who is trying to 
p1ay God.1 but again it is a grotesque God, one who stands with a bnlnnce 
in his hand weighing the puppets or His creation m. th scientific exact-
ness and annlysis, prodding them ocoasionslly so that he may observe 
their weak falterino~ and may tnlly up the weight of their sins• 
Ethan Brantl•s is a greater sin of blnsphe.:iv agttl.nst mnn and God thnn. is 
Richard Digby•s. 
As in Ethttn Brand HmTthorne reveals the pride or intellect which 
withers, contracts, and hardens the human heart, so in the character of 
Dr. Rnppnccini in "RappP.ccini' e Daughter" (II_,107-148) be reveals the 
:tntellect r.hic.li becomes the very essence of evil when divorced from the 
ai'fections which are grounded in morsl sentiments. If Ethan Ernnd is 
thE: r;i.nn ''ho plnys God, Dr. Rappnccir'.i is t.he ma.11 who plays .. Sat.an and, 
as Sat~n, usurps the place of God. He is the brutal egotir.t nho is 
capnblo of bendinc all people and ell t!i.ings to the accom!lllshx:~nt of 
his idea. He has a gre~lt dedication to scientific knouledge:1 md even 
his critic, Professor Pietro Baglioni1 admits his r;reat intelligence 
and unswerving passion for scientific truth. But Bnglioni characterizes 
~ 
him as a man who cares infiniteJ.s" more for scionce than he does for 
_ manld.nd. His pntionts .arc interesting to him onq as subjects for 
experimntatio:i. He would .sacrifice human lite, even .one very donr to 
·him, n •• • for tho snke or add1ng as nr..iah .as a grain of J:IU.3tnro eeed. 
'to the grant hGap o£ his a_ecumulnted kncmledgen (II ,116) • 
Throughout history me.."l have received merited commondation for 
f'inding1 even t..lirough the sacrifice oi' individual lives 1 including eome-
tir:es their orm, aocrets of nature which would bring good to the 
greater number of humrurl. ty • Dr• Rappaccini cannot be condemned as 
bl.a.ephemous and evil on this basis. The real evidence of the evil in 
hio nature is thnt he uses all bis .intolligenee, hie scientific know-
. 1edge1 llXld the fruito of his exp:::rimente.tion to bring evil on the earth 
and not good. ilt..liough he argues 111 th Beatrice that ell bis work and 
concentrated ei'£orts would bring great good to her, the curse which he 
thll.6 pl.nns to bring to the rest or hunw.ni V ie thct .llI'J.ch more monstrous. 
He is ncting out the God of distorhed J.ove and hate li'hich Richard Digby 
thinks is bis God. 
nr. Rnppaceini•s garden is c garden of cultivated plants Tddcb 
exude poison and death. His mm daughter, Beatrice, has been nurtured 
on t..lie poison of his botanical creations for so long that the poison is 
the very essence of her Jiiysical being. Hawthorne describes the plants 
of the g~den as having n ., • • an E,ppenrance or artificialness indi-
catint; thnt there h"ld been suc..'1 a com::i:b..'"ture or adu.1 tery of various 
vegotab1e species t.hn.t the production vms no longer of Ck>:i' s maldng1 
but the monstrous offspring of man•s depraved fancy 1 r;lcmin(; rith only 
an evil mockery of benutytt(II1128). Rnppacciniis dehumruli.zation is not 
in his experimentntioru:i but in the nature of the experiments and the 
ends which he seeks and is gcl.ning through them. 
Thero e.ro glimpses 1,:.hroughout the story of Dr. Rappnccini.•'3 cold, 
detached, mid cc1culating observation of' :the progress of his .experiments. 
ntere is the early suggestion that he may have ~ved the \Tay- for. Giovanni•s 
easy access to tho garden, ~nd the closing scene confinns his malevolent 
' . 
design. In the chance mooting of Oiova.rm.1 and. Professor ~eglion:l. w1. th 
Dre Rappaccini, the Professor interprets Rappaccicl.ts intense scru.tiny 
of Giovanni as a look as deep as nature itself, bat ?.'ithout e.ny of the 
warmth of nature. He is convinced. that Giovanni is alrendy the subject 
of one of the Doctor•s experimnta. 
The climax of this die.boliccl. dotacb,ment comes "C'rhen the render 
is allcmed ·a glimpse_ of Rappaecini standing 1n the· garden, hidden from 
the viEn'1 or Beatrice nnd Giovanni 1 observing the scene be~een t.'ltem m&ich 
he expects to bo the successful culmination of his lo,nr experiment.. He 
has planned through Giovanni to gl. ve his. dau.ehter a compsnion in her 
loneliness. He has slcmly made of her a crentu...,oe of so much des true-
tive poison that no other human being cnn sur\'ive contact rlth her. 
Ob1y another, impregnated .gradually with the same poison, could survive 
companionship with her; and Giovanni, through Rnppaccini•s manipulation, 
has now reached thnt point of immunizntion. 
But Rappaccini has reckoned amiss. Giova..'lili' s insistent m:ts .. 
gj. vine;s coupled with Baglionite specific: w~rnings of the evil in Beatrice, 
'Which is nor. s.ppnrent to him1 cause him to recOil from her. Furthermore, 
ahe drinks the purifyine potion which Giovanni brings her and dies i'rom 
it1 for her IXi.ysical ns.tur0 ha:q been nurt~d to curvive only by the 
poisons to which she is accustomed. 
Dr. Rappaccini•s terrible blasphenv is made plain when he defends 
his perversion of her ne.ture by telling Beatrice as she is dyine that he 
has made her so that no power or stren...,ath could avail asninst her, for 
I 
" 
he has ena.b1ed her to quell the mightiest with a breath. He has made her 
as t-err.i.ble as she is beautiful.. He QBke her, UWouldst thou, then, have 
preferred the condition of e. weak woman, exposed to evil and capable of 
none~ (II,147) 
Beatrice nrumers that she \tould have been loved, not reared. 
Dr. Rappaccini has sou@1t to invert the nature of God•s created beings. 
There is a correspondence betvreen this story and the Biblical account 
of creation. The r;etting is a gnrden. Beatrice and Giovanni enact the 
parts of Eve mid Adam. Dr. Rnppaccini is creating as did God, but he 
is a corruption of the Biblical God. God created man and woman to .1'ind 
strength through love, and it is this normal 1onging which ~ntrice 
e:xpresseo as she is dying. Rappaocini has attempted through Beatrice 
and Giovanni to reverse this and to recreate beings lihose strength is 
in evil and 1'1hose pcmer io in malignant estraneement from the rest of 
Only a person utterly J.acld.ng in love and reverence for both 
God and humanity coul.d be thus capable of preying upon susceptible 
individual.s to distort the pl.an and design of God in His creative 
process.24 God ie ruled out, for Rappaccini .takes the place of God 
and conpounds bis arrogant pride and blasphenw by aberrntion of the 
VG'r'-J nature of God. 
In these f ou.r stories ie seen a pride which blasJiiemes in vary-
inc degrees both God and ma.'1. Har:thorne seems to be saying that rever-
ence for God nnd reverence for man nre inseparable. If one does not 
honor his fellov: oon, he cannot honor God in whose image all manld..nd 
2listermrt, ~ American Notebooks, P• lxxii. 
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is created. If one does not respect God, neither can he respect that 
"ahicb. He has made. It would seam from these istories that mnn.•s liabil-
i:ty to blaspheiey usually becinB with a belittling, 1n one form or 
another, of his fellw men. The progression of this arrogance seems · 
t.hen eventually to lead to a chance in one• s conception of' God. As a 
man J.oves his fellcm men, so is he likely to 1ove God. As he despises· 
his f ellw men, so is he likely to despise God. Hawthorne reveals 
the tendency to this coordinati·on in a man• s viewpoint. The attitude 
of contempt which is basic to the pride of blasphenzy- will hold all in 
contempt, with one exception. Al.wajS the blasP:iemer excludes himself' 
i'rom any relegation to inaignii'icnnce or acorn, and herein is seen the 
human naw of prido in its most regrettable form. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCWSIOU 
From the foregoing stories, one is impressed by the fact that 
Hawthorne bad a very keen sense of evil at the heart of life. In hie 
search for truth he looked within the human beart1 since tor him this 
1l'B.B the realm or reality~ Again and again he found that sinful pride 
1.n some form or stage or development ta.1..nted happiness, .frustrated 
: 
ambition, or destroyed life. 
That Hawthorne sought out and held up to scrutiey the hUlWl flaw 
of pride in the lives of eo may of his chn.racters1 h0110Ver1 is no reaoon 
to conc1ude that his 1mG a gloolr(Y' and defeated view of the depraved 
nature or manld.nd. Instead, Hmrt.ho~ eeems to have been saying in 
these stories the.t only as a. man cmi knOlT tho truth about both tho good 
and the evi.l within his own nature can there be al\V' hope of his ma.king 
peace Tlith himselr,, his foll.cw men, and rlth God. 
Hawthorne's presentation or these eha.racters with their human 
fa.lla.cies of pride does remind uo of the Greek tragedieD in which !:!.vbrie 
was one of the determining factor's in a man's unhappy fate. But Haw-
thorne' s doctrine differs somewhat from the point of view or the writers 
of these early traeedies. The Greek hero Tms the pawn of a fate to 
whi.ch he was led unswervingly by the htlr.la.n flau of pride at l'l'Ork Trlthin 
his own nature coordinating vr.i.th external factors. Althoue-.,h Hmrthorne 
recognized the flaw of pride, he believed that man is still a free moral 
agent with the power to modify or erase the flaw by exercising hie will. 
'fhllB he can detennine what his end shall be. Hawthorne wuld undoubtedly 
have said1 as the Greeks did, that there is always a cause and effect 
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'relatioMhi p in the affairs of life, but would have insisted that man 
has the pcn:er to influence the mor2.l causes and thuo to affect the end 
resu1t. 
Hawthorne, therefore, presented these characters with their 
sins of pride as an invitation to growth and, not as a co:n.:nitment or 
depraved humanity to a hopel.ess status. He recognized that there is a 
thernw for t.."1e unhap;Jy nature of mankind, This consists oi' an honest 
appraisal. o:t one's mm fallibility of pride followed by the restoration 
of sympathy with nnd a ehm-ing of. the com:non lot• Stewnrt has sunmar-
ized it by s¢ng thnt Hmrt.hornets moral idea tt • •• coID.?rehended the 
Christian doctrine 'of char.i.ty, the psychological doctrine of participa-
tion,, the aocinl doctrine or the democratic w~.u25 
Hnwt..l-iorne ew this life ns the opportunity for self-discernment, 
for rest1.tut1on, and for grcratb in social. relationships and spiritual 
I 
stature. Certainly Roderick Elliston is one character who successfully 
grasps these opportunities. Perhaps Hawthorne was suggesting that a 
punishment of our sins would be the perception of themJ and if, throUgh 
humi J 1ty1 that perception comas to a man in this life 1 the final pun-
ishment can be transcended. Correction end resti tut.ion can be substi-
tuted for punishment and despniring recrets throughout eternity. 
There is hope ncm if a man will honestly seek to pluck out the pride 
from his heart. 
In "Enrt..'li.' s Rolocastn (II ,43o-456) lhn-:thorne gives his ov:n con-
clusion to the metter by scyi.n& that it is only when the human heart 
becomes purified t.liat the evils of pride can disappear 1 for " • • • out 
of the heart are the issues of life." 
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